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ABSTRACT

The Electrostatic Tractor (ET) is proposed to touchlessly
tow tumbling, multi-ton Geosynchronous (GEO) debris
objects to a graveyard orbit. The tug craft emits an elec-
tron beam onto the debris, charging itself positively and
the debris negatively which causes an attractive force.
In prior work the beam is continuous, but recent work
has suggested pulsing the beam current to slightly in-
creases the force, and opens windows during which mea-
surements can be taken without electrostatic interference.
This paper investigates the performance of the pulsed ET
subject to normal plasma variations over a orbit, and so-
lar storms. The average pulsed force varies over an orbit,
but the optimal balance between current and voltage does
not change much. During a storm, the forces are much
higher, which would speed the re-orbit time.

Key words: Space Debris, Pulsed Electrostatic Tractor,
Space Weather.
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Figure 1. The Electrostatic Tractor (ET) allows space-
craft to touchlessly exert forces and torques on passive
space objects

1. INTRODUCTION

The Geosynchronous (GEO) orbit regime is home to at
least $18.3 Billion in space assets from the civil, com-
mercial, and defense sectors [6]. Of the 1369 tracked
objects in GEO, only 21% are controlled. This crowd-
ing of large, often school-bus sized objects creates the
probability of collision, which is expected to worsen with
current launch and re-orbiting trends [2, 1]. To reduce
the collision probability, many concepts have been pro-
posed to move GEO debris into a graveyard orbit about
200 – 250 km above GEO. Some of these require physi-
cal contact with the debris object such as harpoons, nets,
and robotic arms [24]. These methods are attractive be-
cause once contact is made the tug spacecraft can use its
thrusters to reorbit the debris object in only a few orbits.
The docking process is very challenging and raises strong
concerns regarding colliding with the debris and creating
more debris. Additionally, the robotic docking solutions
discussed in Reference [7] require that the debris be ro-
tating at rates under 1 degree/second. However, many un-
controlled debris objects spin up to many tens of degrees
per second [13]. Because of this, methods are needed to
de-spin the debris before grappling or touchless tugging
solutions are required.

Touchless tugging concepts are more simplistic in that
they do not require grappling and are safer in that they
reduce the risk of collisions, however, they typically re-
quire longer re-orbiting times. The Ion Beam Shepard
[5, 14], for example uses a beam of ions to push the
debris ahead of the tug. The tug must have an addi-
tional thruster that has at least twice the thrust of the ion
beam. Another concept is the Electrostatic Tractor (ET)
[17, 18], which uses an electron beam to charge a tug
spacecraft positive and a debris object negative. An at-
tractive Coulomb force results from this charging. For
two moderately sized spacecraft (3m diameter) charged
at ±20 kV, and separated by 7 craft radii, the debris feels
a 1.2 mN force that could raise its orbit by more than 5
km/day [19]. A tug craft equipped with an electron gun
and low thrust motors could move defunct GEO satellites
to a graveyard orbit in a matter of months [19]. Addi-
tionally, spacecraft with non-symmetric charge distribu-
tions will also feel and apply torques through this charg-
ing [4, 22, 23]. This torque can be used to touchlessly de-



tumble non-cooperative space objects in a matter of days
[3] depending on the debris inertia and spin rate.

A recent consideration to the ET concept is pulsing the
electron beam [12]. This gives small force efficiency in-
creases in certain power and voltage regimes, but that
analysis is confined to one particular set of plasma pa-
rameters for simplicity. In reality, plasma parameters
change dramatically over the course of an orbit. Pulsing
the beam also provides brief (hundreds of milliseconds)
periods where the beam is off and both spacecraft are
discharged. This would allow for range measurements,
thrusting, and other processes to take place without in-
terference from the electron beam and the highly charged
spacecraft. This paper continues this analysis by consid-
ering the varying plasma conditions experiences over one
orbit, and during a solar storm.

The electron beam is not the only current source that must
be accounted for in the ET. The space environment con-
tains free ions and electrons that impact both spacecraft,
and the sun frees electrons through the photoelectric ef-
fect. The plasma currents depend on the the plasma den-
sity and temperature, which depend on local time and
the Kp index. The Kp index is a number from 0 to
9 that measures geomagnetic activity which impacts the
size and shape of the magnetosphere, and therefore what
plasma populations have access to different parts of the
GEO orbit. Local time is a measure of the satellite-earth-
sun angle; local time is 12:00 at “noon” and 0 or 24 dur-
ing eclipse.

The GEO space weather can vary drastically even over
a nominal 1-day orbit. Denton et. al. discuss in Refer-
ence [9] the 10-year averaged GEO space weather con-
ditions. The ET performance is dependent on the lo-
cal space weather plasma properties [20, 11, 10]. Refer-
ence [11] investigate how such nominal and solar storm
related space weather conditions impacts the ET perfor-
mance. The hotter plasma typically requires less beam
current to achieve the optimal ET force. However, the
performance variations between a nominal beam current
and a time-varying optimal current are found to be small
with a medium level Kp index. With hotter plasma a
nominal beam current might lead to excessive tug charg-
ing and no debris charging.

To ascertain the performance impact of plasma variations
on the pulsed ET performance, the daily variations at
quiet times are first discussed. Next the methods for de-
termining steady-state and average pulsed force are dis-
cussed, and a continuous ET is analyzed. The analysis is
then expanded to include pulsed beams. Finally, storm
conditions are used to analyze continuous and pulsed
beams.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem of two charged spacecraft with complex ge-
ometries interacting electrostaticly in a GEO plasma is a

complex one with many independent parameters. In this
analysis, the simpler problem of two aluminum spheres
is considered. The tug sphere has a radius of RT = 2m,
the debris sphere has a radius RD = 1.5m, and the pair
are separated by a center to center distance of ρ = 17m.
A constant pulse period of Tp = 0.1 seconds is used.

In this analysis a constant beam power of 16 Watts is
considered. For continuous cases, the beam power is
simply the beam voltage multiplied by the beam current:
P = IBVB . For a pulsed beam, the average power is
attenuated by the duty cycle d since no power is drawn
while the beam is off: P = dIBVB . In order to keep
the same power while exploring changes in beam volt-
age, current, and duty cycle, the following substitutions
are used:

VB =
VB0

γ
√
d

IB =
γIB0√
d

(1)

The parameters VB0 and IB0 are the baseline voltage and
current in a continuous beam that have a product of 16
Watts. The factors of

√
d combine to cancel out the d in

the numerator, and γ cancels out of the power equation.
The dimensionless tuning parameter γ allows the balance
between voltage and current to be varied without chang-
ing the power. A γ value greater than 1.0 translates to
more current and less voltage than the baseline.

In this analysis, baseline beam voltage and current are
given as:

VB0 = 23.9 kV IB0 = 670 µA (2)

These baseline parameters can be used in Eq. (1) to find
the actual beam voltage and current given a duty cycle
and γ value.

Table 1. Plasma parameter fitting coefficients

ne (cm−3) ni (cm−3) Te (keV)
a0 0.9 5 2.3
a1 0.04804 -0.6345 0.4468
a2 -0.017 -0.09276 -0.1564
a3 1.425e-3 0.03558 0.01599
a4 -5.601e-5 -2.27e-3 -6.948e-4
a5 9.44e-7 4.144e-5 1.112e-5

The main novel contribution of this paper is expanding
the analysis to include daily variations in plasma tem-
perature and densities over an orbit and during a storm.
Hogan et. al. [10] used the statistical data provided by
Denton et. al. [9] to predict the plasma density and tem-
perature as a function of local time. This model is re-
used in this analysis. There are two populations of ions at
GEO, one hot and tenuous and the other cold and dense.
The current delivered by the cold and dense population is
much more 20-100 times larger than the hot population,
so only the cold population is considered here.
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Figure 2. Plasma density and temperature as a function
of local time during quiet (Kp = 1.5) conditions

Each parameter (ne, ni, Te, Ti) is predicted from a power
series:

f(t) =

5∑
i=0

ait
i (3)

where t is the local time in hours. This is done for elec-
tron and ion densities as well as electron temperature,
but as no data is available for ion temperature, a con-
stant value of 50 eV is used. The fitting parameters ai
are given in Table 1. This fit is only valid for the calm
space weather condition of Kp = 1.5.

The output of these models is shown for the whole local
time range in Fig. 2. Keep in mind that only the cold ion
population is shown on these plots. During a storm, a Kp

index of 8.5 is used and the static parameters ne = ni =
1 cm−3 and kTe = kT i = 20 eV are used. No variation
with local time during storm time is considered.

3. METHODS

A numerical simulation is developed to find the currents
as a function of both the spacecraft charge levels and
time. This is used to propagate the charge on the tug and

debris spacecraft [qT, qD]
T through time. This is shown

explicitly below:[
q̇T
q̇D

]
=

[∑
IT(qT, qD, t)∑
ID(qT, qD, t)

]
(4)

Here, qD and qT are the charges of the debris and tug
spacecraft, and ID and IT are the currents on the debris
and tug spacecraft. The beam is a time-varying current
when it is pulsed. The currents on each spacecraft are
functions of the voltage of each, which are determined
by the charges. A mapping between charges and voltages
is given by the elastance matrix [21, 22] as:[

φT
φD

]
=

1

4πε0

[
1/RT 1/ρ
1/ρ 1/RD

] [
qT
qD

]
(5)

where φT and φD are the voltages, qT and qD are the
charges,RT andRD are the craft radii, and ρ is the center-
to-center separation for the tug and debris respectively.

All of the currents are discussed in greater detail in the
Appendix. The charging model includes plasma charge
flux onto the spacecraft, electron backscattering, electron
and ion induced secondary electron emissions, the tug’s
electron beam itself, as well as the photo electron cur-
rents. The models used for Secondary Electron Emis-
sion (SEE) via incident electrons, electron backscatter-
ing, and SEE via incident ions are those proposed by Lin
and Joy [16] and the Nascap Scientific Documentation
[8], respectively. Experimental values for the SEE mate-
rial parameters can vary by more than a factor of 6 [16],
which adds uncertainty to charging. Further analysis is
needed to investigate the robustness of these findings to
variability in SEE model parameters. the cessation of the
photoelectric current during eclipse is not included, as it
only happens very infrequently at equinoxes.

This forced ordinary differential equation is solved nu-
merically for the charges at each instant using Matlab’s
built-in integrator, ODE45. This is run with an absolute
tolerance of 10−9 corresponding to 1 nC, and a relative
tolerance of 10−3 corresponding to about 3 significant
figures. The force at each instant is given by

F =
qT qD
4πε0ρ2

(6)

where ρ is the center-to-center separation of the space-
craft, and sheath shielding has been neglected. The times-
pan of integration is 0.2 seconds for the continuous cases,
and 3 pulse periods for the pulsed cases. The charge,
voltage, and force history are computed for an example
pulsed and continuous case with VB = 23.9 kV and IB =
536µA for the continuous case, and d = 0.5, VB = 42.25
kV, and IB = 758µA for the pulsed case. Both of these
sets have an average power of 16 Watts. This simula-
tion talks place at a local time of 10 hours. The output is
shown in Fig. 3

The voltage, charge, and force history are shown for
pulsed and continuous cases. The continuous cases have
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Figure 3. Voltage, charges, and force for pulsed and con-
tinuous beams. The tug is red, the debris blue, and pulsed
beams are dashed lines while continuous beams are con-
tinuous lines

continuous lines while the pulsed have dashed lines. The
tug is red and the debris is blue in all the voltage and
charge plots. When the beam is on, the pulsed volt-
age, charges, and force are all higher than the continuous
beam, but once the beam turns off all of these decay to
zero.

Since the force is proportional to the product of the
charges, its increase during the time the beam is on out-
weighs the decrease in the average force during the time
the beam is off. In this example, at this local time, the
continuous force is 0.114 mN and the average pulsed
force is 0.123 mN, an 8% force increase. The force at
the final time step is stored for continuous cases, and the
average force is stored for pulsed cases.
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Figure 4. Force as a function of local time, γ, and duty
cycle

4. ORBITAL VARIATIONS FOR THE PULSED
ELECTROSTATIC TRACTOR

The simulation is run at 9 values of local time between 0
and 24 hours for many values of γ and 4 values for the
duty cycle: 10%, 25%, 50%, and the continuous case –
100%. The results are recorded in a large text file and
plotted below in Fig. 4. The average or steady-state force
is plotted against the local time and γ, with different color
surfaces showing different duty cycles.

Each separate duty cycle has a peak in force at a different
γ value, with the lower duty cycle beams perform better
with higher γ values, meaning more current than voltage.
Additionally, the best γ varies slightly over an orbit, but
the change in γ and the force increase from varying γ is
small. Because of this, there is little benefit to varying the
beam voltage or current during an orbit.

The d = 50% and 25% beams hold the top position
at different local times. The maximum pulsed force of
0.168 mN occurs at LT = 6, with a 25% duty cycle and
γ = 0.8119. This is 12% higher than the maximum con-
tinuous force of 0.15 mN.

During the orbit, the force peaks at a local time of 5 which
corresponds to high electron temperatures and low ion
density. These two things help the debris to charge very
negative, which will increase the force. The fundamental
reason for high energy electrons and low ion density in
the early morning are that electrons injected at the eclipse
point from magnetic reconnection drift counter clockwise
around earth while ions drift clockwise. This enriches the
early morning sector with high energy electrons. In the
afternoon the forces are mostly flat, which suggests that
the electron temperature (which also is flat) is a bigger
driver than the ion density.

To find the beam parameters that give the most force at
this power level, the forces are averaged across an or-
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Figure 5. Orbit-averaged force for various γ and duty
cycles

bit. This corresponds to averaging each of the sheets in
Fig. 4 across local time. This orbit-averaged force is the
most applicable to predict orbit raising performance and
is shown in Fig. 5

The highest orbit-averaged force of 0.1299 mN occurs
with a duty cycle of 25% and γ = 0.8433. This force
is 5.1% higher than the highest continuous force (100%
duty cycle) of 0.1236 mN. Considering a 2 month long
tow period to the graveyard orbit, this translates to a 3 day
savings. In addition to having slightly higher force, puls-
ing the beam opens up 75 ms windows where both craft
are discharged and measurements can be taken without
interference from the beam or the charged spacecraft.

5. STORM TIME ANALYSIS OF THE PULSED
ET

In the quiet conditions of Kp = 1.5, the pulsed tractor
has very slight (5.1%) force increases over the continu-
ous beam, and also opens up windows. Of interest is if
this performance continues during a solar storm. Solar
storms occur when the sun emits a Coronal Mass Ejec-
tion (CME) or solar flare which compresses earth’s mag-
netosphere and causes large scale changes in the plasma
environment. In this analysis a constant plasma with
ne = ni = 1 cm−3 and kTe = kTi = 20 keV is as-
sumed. Duty cycle and γ are varied to find the highest
forces for pulsed and continuous beams. The average
forces are shown in Fig. 6

Similar to quiet analysis, there is a maximum force found
by varying γ at each duty cycle. However, that best γ is
much lower (near 0.5, rather than 0.84) than for quiet so-
lar conditions, which translates to a higher voltage and
lower current. The forces are also much higher – the
maximum continuous force is 0.584 mN, almost 5 times
stronger than the maximum continuous force during quiet
solar conditions.
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Figure 6. Electrostatc force as a function of duty cycle
and tuning parameter γ during a solar storm

The drop off in force from using a non-optimal γ is much
steeper during a storm. This narrower peak means that
setting the correct γ becomes more important to achieve
the highest force. Additionally, the 10% duty cycle looks
much different from all others during a storm and lacks
a smooth peak. The trend found in quiet conditions of
lower duty cycles requiring higher γ values is preserved.
In storm conditions, the continuous beam produces more
force, but the strongest pulsed beam is only 14% weaker
and opens large windows of opportunity.

The reason the force is so much higher during the storm
is that while normally the two spacecraft can only differ
by the accelerating voltage of the electron beam, during a
storm the plasma itself contributes to the charging. For a
40 keV electron beam used in quiet solar conditions, the
tug can only be 40 kV higher in voltage than debris, be-
cause once they are more than 40 kV apart, the beam will
not be able to reach the debris but rather deflect and never
return, or circle back and impact the tug. This will cause
a steady-state scenario with voltages around VT = 30 kV
and VD = −10 kV depending on the relative sizes of the
tug and debris. During a storm, the tug may charge to the
voltage of the beam (40 keV in this example) while the
debris is charged not by the beam but rather by the plasma
electrons to roughly their temperature, 20 keV. This will
result in a steady state scenario with VT = 40 keV and
VD = −20 keV. The larger voltages allow for much more
charge, which leads to the much higher forces.

Solar storms increase the force and change the beam pa-
rameters that product the highest force. However, using
the best case for quiet solar conditions (d = 0.25, γ =
0.8433) gives a force increase to 0.189 from 0.1299 mN.
Solar storms are infrequent, and only last for around
3 days, with peak conditions being observed for even
shorter times. Solar activity above Kp = 7 is only ob-
served 1.5% of the time [9], so it is doubtful that these
conditions would be experienced on a single debris tow.
However, if they were, they would shorten the mission



through the increased force.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzes the force produced by the pulsed
electrostatic tractor during an orbit in low solar storm
conditions, and during a storm. For the quiet solar con-
dition analysis, the best duty cycle and γ value do not
change much, and switching to the best one at that local
time does not cause large force increases. This suggests
that a design team could opt for a constant beam voltage,
current, and duty cycle to simplify the mission and not
give up much in performance.

During a storm, the forces at nearly all duty cycles and γ
values increase due to the high electron and ion temper-
atures. The optimal balance between current and voltage
shifts to favor a higher voltage beam, however, if the best
value for non-storm conditions is used, the force still dou-
bles. During storm times, continuous beams perform bet-
ter than pulsed ones. Since high storm conditions are in-
frequent, they will not likely be encountered in a mission,
but if they do they will speed the towing of the debris to
a graveyard orbit.

Overall, adding local time variations and storm analysis
does not greatly change the pulsed electrostatic tractor.
In some cases it produces more force at the same power
level, and in all situations it opens large windows during
which both craft are discharged and can take measure-
ments without interference from the beam.

7. APPENDIX – CHARGING MODEL

Both spacecraft are subject to many environmental cur-
rents as well as a pulsed electron beam. The environmen-
tal currents are a function of the space plasma parame-
ters and the voltage of the spacecraft (φ), and the electron
beam is a function of time. The change in charge with
time is the sum of the currents, which yields a forced or-
dinary differential equation for the charge on a spacecraft.

dq
dt

= Ibeam(t)(1− YB(EL)) + Ie(φ)(1− < Ye > (φ))

+ Ii(φ)(1+ < Yi > (φ)) + Ip(φ)
(7)

Where the environmental currents considered are the
electron and ion plasma current (Ie and Ii), and the pho-
toelectric current (Ip). Electron currents (plasma and
beam) are attenuated by SEE and backscattering, while
the ion plasma current is increased by SEE. These effects
are combined in the yields for the beam, electron current,
and ion current (YB , Ye, and Yi). Each of these currents
are described individually. The electron beam is typically
chosen to be much larger than any other currents.

7.1. Electron Plasma Current

Electrons at GEO are tenuous and hot. The orbit motion
limited (OML) method given by [15] is used to calculate
the electron current.

Ie =


−Aqnevthe

4
eqφ/kBTe φ < 0 (8)

−Aqnevthe

4
(1− qφ

kBTe
) φ ≥ 0 (9)

Where Ie is the electron plasma current [A], A is the
spacecraft area [m2], q is the fundamental charge [C], ne
is the electron density [#/m3], vthe is the electron ther-
mal speed [m/s], which is given for either species by
vth =

√
2kBT/πm. The spacecraft voltage is φ [V], and

kBTe is the electron thermal energy [eV].

7.1.1. Electron-Induced SEE and Backscattering

When an electron impacts a material it can impart some
of its energy to the surrounding electrons, which may be
ejected. These ejected electrons typically have very low
energies (∼2 eV) but can cause a net current for a nega-
tive craft. The probability of a secondary electron being
ejected is dependent on the landing energy of the incident
electron and the angle of incidence. In this analysis only
normal incidence is considered. The dimensionless ra-
tio of incoming incident electrons to outgoing secondary
electrons as a function of landing energy is given by Lin
and Joy [16]:

δ(E) = δM1.28

(
E

EMe

)−0.67
(1− e−1.614(

E
EMe

)1.67
)

(10)

Backscattering occurs when an electron is reflected from
the spacecraft rather than absorbed. This analysis uses the
model provided by the Nascap Scientific Documentation
for energy-dependent backscattering [8]:

η(E) =

(
H(1− E)H(E − 0.05)log( E

0.05 )

log(20)
+H(E−1)

)
× (

e−E/5

10
+ 1− (2/e)0.037Z) (11)

Where η is the dimensionless probability of backscatter-
ing, E is the landing energy in keV,H(x) is the heaviside
step function, and Z is the atomic number of the material
(aluminum in this analysis). The formulas above can be
added to produce the total yield Y (E) = η(E) + δ(E)
for incident monoenergitic electrons.

7.2. Ion Plasma Current

The ion plasma current is a result of the ions impacting
the spacecraft, absorbing an electron, and leaving the sys-
tem. The model is similar to the electron plasma current



with a polarity flip [15].

Ii =


−Aqnivthi

4
eqφ/kBTi φ > 0 (12)

−Aqnivthi

4

(
1− qφ

kBTi

)
φ ≤ 0 (13)

Where vthi and kBTi are the ion thermal speed [m/s] and
thermal energy [eV], respectively. All ions are assumed
to be protons. For both ions and electrons, the current
absorbed from the attracted species at high potentials is
approximately linear, and the current from the repulsed
species exponentially decays with voltage.

7.3. Ion-induced SEE

Ions may also cause SEE, and for many materials the
number of secondaries caused by ions is much larger than
that caused by electrons. However, since the ion current
is usually much smaller than the electron current, ion-
induced SEE is neglected in many cases. For this appli-
cation, where the spacecraft voltage exceeds the plasma
temperature by an order of magnitude, ion-induced SEE
must be considered.

In this analysis the two parameter Nascap model [8] is
used:

δ(E) =
βE1/2

1 + E/EM
(14)

7.4. Total Yields

If the space plasma were monoenergetic, Eqns. (10), (11)
and (14) would be enough to form the total yields 〈Ye〉
and 〈Yi〉. However, space plasma is not monoenergetic,
and in this analysis a Maxwellian flux distribution is used.

F (E) ∝ Ee−E/kTe (15)

The mean yield is found by integrating the product of the
total yield and the current with respect to energy, and nor-
malizing by the total current:

〈Y 〉 =
∫∞
L
Y (E)E exp(−E±VkT )dE∫∞
L
E exp(−E±VkT )dE

(16)

For the ± and ∓ terms, the top sign is for the ions while
the lower sign is for electrons. This integral is solved
numerically using the u substitution u = exp(−(E ±
V )/kT ) for the attracted species and u = exp(−E/kT )
for the repulsed species. This transforms the integration
domain from E ∈ [L,∞] to u ∈ [0, 1]. This is solved
numerically using an iterative Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture based integrator. This solver is chosen over simpler
numeric integration schemes like Simpson’s Rule or the
Trapezoidal method because it allows the user to specify
the error tolerance. For this application, an error toler-
ance of 10−6 is used.

These yields are interpolated rather than calculated at
each timestep for time savings. The yields are a function
of the spacecraft voltage, and the particle temperature.
The variations in particle temperature shown in Fig. 2(a)
are used to determine the particle temperatures as a func-
tion of local time. Additionally, the spacecraft voltage is
varied from -100 kV to 100 kV to make a large dataset
of yields for electrons and ions. At each timestep, the lo-
cal time and spacecraft are used to interpolate the yields
from the dataset. The yields as a function of local time
and spacecraft voltage are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Electron and ion-induced yields as a function
of local time and spacecraft voltage for low Kp

Since the ion temperature is constant, the ion-induced
SEE is not a function of local time. Since there is only
a voltage dependency for the attracted species, the yield
is only a function of local time for the repulsed species.
The ion yield is much larger than the electron yield, but
due to the electron’s higher mobility the electron induced
SEE make a larger difference.

For the storm-time analysis, the constant temperatures of
kTe = kTi = 20 keV are used. Curves rather than sur-
faces are used to interpolate the electrona nd ion yields as
a function of spacecraft voltage.

7.5. Photoelectron Current

Energy from the sun can energize electrons in the first few
nanometers of the spacecraft surface so that they leave the
surface. The fraction that have enough energy to escape
the potential well of the spacecraft cause a net positive
current given by [15]:

Ip =

{
jphAle

−qφ/kBTph φ > 0 (17)
jphAl φ ≤ 0 (18)

Where jph is the photoelectron flux [A/m2], Al is the il-
luminated area [m2], and kBTph is the thermal energy
of the ejected photoelectrons [eV]. For a negative space-
craft this current is constant, and for a positively charged
spacecraft it quickly vanishes.



7.5.1. Electron Beam

If a beam of electrons is shot from the tug craft to the
deputy craft, it will cause a positive current on the tug
and a negative current on the deputy. If the beam does
not have sufficient energy to escape the potential well of
the tug, it will return and cause no net currents. If it has
sufficient energy to leave the well of the tug, but insuf-
ficient energy to reach the deputy, the beam will diverge
and disperse. These electrons have sufficient energy to
escape the system, but some may impact the tug before
they have a chance to escape. Further analysis is needed
to quantify the fraction that do not escape, but in this anal-
ysis it is assumed to be negligible. This is a good assump-
tion considering spacecraft with complex geometries and
separation larger than radii. The currents on the debris
are then given by:

Ibd =

{
−Ib Vb > φT − φD (19)
0 Vb < φT − φD (20)

Where Ibd is the beam current on the deputy [A], Vb is the
accelerating voltage of the beam [V], and φt and φd are
the potentials of the tug and deputy spacecraft, respec-
tively. The currents on the tug are given by:

Ibt =

{
Ib Vb > φT (21)
0 Vb < φT − φD (22)

7.5.2. Beam-Induced SEE

Since the beam is monoenergetic, the mean yield does not
need to be computed. The landing energy is computed as

EL = |qe|(VB − VT + VD) (23)

and the SEE and backscattering coefficients can be eval-
uated directly as

YB(EL) = η(EL) + δ(EL) (24)

without integrating over the flux distribution.
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